
n the coming age, the Great Beings shall fall, usurped by their sworn enemies, who shall cast the land
into darkness. She can be saved only by the fall of the Returned, whose blood shall replenish the land
once more, delivered by the Old and New.I

— Daladreen the Prophetess, New Age 0
the day Piazut was banished 

Your journey begins in the land of Xixan (pronounced KHYE-khan), where just 76 years ago (NA 6141),
the gods who watched over Xixan, the Great Beings, led by Votan, were overthrown and replaced by a new
pantheon, the Betrayer Gods, led by the vengeful Nohoxa, who, after being banished by Votan and the
other Great Beings 6141 years prior, swore he would one day rise and crush them. A few of the Betrayor
Gods were once Great Beings who aided Nohoxa for their desire to gain more power, but the others were
long-forgotten deities banished,  like Nohoxa, for crimes beyond rememberance. When they rose,  they
changed the calendar with it, calling the Day of Uprising 0, and calling themselves not the Betrayers, but
the Returned. It is now DU 76.

Since Nohoxa rose to displace the old pantheon, the Great Beings have lost their hold on their old realms.
Clerics  and  Paladins  can  still  prepare  spells  (with  some difficulty),  but  famine  is  everpresent,  war  is
abounding between the civilizations that dot Xixan, and the centers of study and knowledge have been
torn down, leaving those who would seek it at a near loss of learning. Danger abounds in the cities, where
the new order of the Betrayers is quickly being established, quashing worship of the Great Beings, and in
the wilds, where Lacando has brought about a fearsome transformation of beasts into their primal forms
before he was banished.

But hope for a return to the way things once were is not yet dead. An underground organization of those
dedicated to the preservation of the Great Beings still lives, though its numbers continue to dwindle as the
orders of Nohoxa seek it out.

our story begins in the mountain-city of Babac, where many of those who still worship the Great
Beings are still concentrated. There have been rumors that a resistance is gathering, whispers of a
group who call themselves the Eyes of Ketsuleth have been spreading throughout Babac and the

surrounding countryside, much to the duress of the church of Nohoxa, who have been fervently searching
in an attempt to stamp this group out and restore their balance of power.

Y
Xixan as a thematic setting has a very indigenous American flavor: many of the deities are based on Aztec
and Mayan mythologies, so when creating your character, keep in mind that the kind of settlements you
will inhabit and visit will not reflect traditional European-inspired cities as in most D&D adventures.

Allowed material (and what it includes): Player's Handbook (classes and races), Dungeon Master's Guide
(some class  options),  Xanathar's  Guide to Everything (class  options),  Volo's  Guide  to Monsters  (races),
Elemental Evil: Player's Companion, some material from Planeshift: Amonkhet (races and class options) —
Elemental Evil and Planeshift are available as free PDFs online
I am willing to entertain Unearthed Arcana and homebrewed options, but these must be approved on a
case-by-case basis.



he majority of the land of Xixan, a large sprawling continent that has not been fully explored, is
composed of forests and jungles. To the far north is a great tundra, the Plain of Chuela, which
gradually turns into a large mountain range, just south of which begins the forests which constitute

so much of the continent, broken up somewhat by the large rivers which wind through. Going southward,
the forests are interrupted by large plains with lakes dotting the area, split almost in half by a smaller
mountain range, the Chantico Range, running north to south with active volcanoes. The lands bordering
these volcanoes are highly fertile, and are home to some of the largest permanent settlements in Xixan,
including Babac in the mid-east. Beneath the plains begins the Votan Jungle, an immense expanse of forest
which is home to many other settlements. In the middle of the Votan Jungle is Xixan Lake, the largest lake
on the continent, so huge that it takes multiple days to travel across by ship. On the southern tip of the
continent, it  begins to grow cold once more, though not so icy as the Plain of Chuela, and the largest
mountain range on the continent, the Tepel Range, follows the western coast down to the southernmost
point, the Cape of Tepel.
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There  are  several  large  permanent  settlements  dotting  Xixan,  with  a  few  metropolises  standing  out:
Mundara on the northern tip of Xixan Lake and Babac in the Chantico Range. However, there are also
many nomadic tribes that wander through the continent, gathering food where it cannot be grown.

ixan has incredibly diverse racial demographics. As with most places, the most common race in
Xixan is human, who make up about 30% of the total population. Trailing just behind them at
about 25% are Tabaxi, most of whom have panther- or jaguar-type traits. Next most populous, at

about 15%, are the Aven peoples, both true Aven and Arakocra, though Arakocra, with their eagle-like
appearances, are the more dominant. Aasimar, Dragonborn, Elves, Gnomes, Halflings, and Half-Orcs are all
found in about equal measure (each ~4%), and the remaining 6% is composed of a smattering of Tieflings,
Firbolgs, and Kenku. The only race having almost no representation is dwarves, less than one-tenth of a
percent, though they get slightly more populous near the mountains; there is a rumor that, somewhere in
the Votan Jungle, a large citadel of dwarves live in near-absolute seclusion.
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This racial spread is fairly common throughout the continent, save that Tieflings tend to avoid the cold
north and south, and of the wandering peoples of Xixan, humans are fewer in number (only about 20%).

ny class can experience success on the continent, but some will have greater success than others.
Barbarians,  Druids,  and  Rangers  in  particular  will  have  the  easiest  time  traversing  the  wide
wilderness that constitutes most of Xixan. In the urban environments, Bards, Clerics, and Rogues

will have the easiest time navigating, though Bards are less common than the other two. Fighters, Monks,
and Paladins mix elements from both sides, able to cope reasonably well in either situation. Sorcerers,
Warlocks, and Wizards tend to be less common than any of the other classes, not because it is so diffiicult
but simply because arcane magic is not as prolific on Xixan as other settings.

A
seful backgrounds from published books include: Acolyte, Criminal, Outlander, Inquisitor. If you
don't want these choices, consider that the world of Xixan contains a lot of wilderness, and the
deities are a central part of the story, so being able to contribute to survival and knowledge checks

will be useful to any player. 
U

ince the story on Xixan revolves around the party attempting to bring the Great Beings back to
power,  the deities of Xixan have a special  significance that is  more stressed than in many other
settings.  Players  are  discouraged  from  worshiping  some  of  the  Betrayer  Deities,  but  it  is  not

altogether  forbidden.  A  character  who worships  a  betrayer  deity,  but  sees  that  the  shift  in  power  is
wreaking havoc on the land, and so wishes to restore balance, would be acceptible. Keeping this rationale
in mind, worship of Nohoxa is forbidden. Below is a list of the deities of Xixan.
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Great Beings                                             Alignment         Suggested Domains                    Symbol                                       
Berden, god of fishing and birdcatching NG Nature net and harpoon
Buluc, god of war and sacrifice LE Death, War sword pointing down
Chuela, lady of the underworld and moon LE Grave osculating circles
Guteki, god of fire and time LG Forge, Light flaming spiral
Ixtab, goddess of death and suicide CE Death, Grave noose with six turns
Kai-Totec, lord of the seasons LN Nature quartered circle
Ketsuleth, lord of the winds and wisdom CG Knowledge, Tempest open eye inside the sun
Kukul, god of war and poison NE Death, War snake curled around spear
Maximon, god of travelers and mischief CN Life, Trickery four footprints
Molone, god of death and stars LN Death, Light tombstone with two stars
Plia, goddess of forests and animals N Nature tree with a bird perched atop
Salsucue, goddess of rivers and storms CN Nature, Tempest waving river
Sip, god of hunting NG Nature bow with nocked arrow
Tailoc, god of lightning and fertility CG Life, Tempest lightning bolt splitting earth
Taizol, goddess of lust NE Trickery closed curtain
Tepel, goddess of caves and earthquakes CE Nature cave mouth
Votan, lord of the heavens and life LG Life, Nature sun and corn stalks
Xuash, god of merchants and warriors N Knowledge, War coin purse and spear

Betrayer Deities                                       Alignment         Suggested Domains                    Symbol                                       
Catipoca, lady of the night NG Trickery closed eye inside the moon
Chantico, goddess of volcanoes CN Forge, Tempest erupting volcano
Ixtab (see above)
Kukul (see above)
Lacando, lord of beasts CN Life, Nature bear paw with blood
Nohoxa, god of destruction CE Death, Tempest, War flaming skull
Piazut, god of dreams and prophecy N Knowledge one closed and one open eye
Taizol (see above)
Zipac, god of the earth and underworld LE Grave, Nature black circle inside a circle


